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About This Game

WARNING! Entschuldigung is a dark, psychological horror story that contains disturbing themes. For an optimal
experience, read this haunting visual novel alone in a dark room.

You're trying to find your place in a foreign land that brims with an undercurrent of anxiety as the war rapidly approaches. Your
search for sanctuary is misguided as you become infatuated with an out-of-place, grand old house. Not only does it hold many

unsettling secrets of its own deep within its walls, more importantly, it'll serve as a blighted vessel into the murky depths of your
own soul.

...The question is, are you ready for what lies ahead?

With light sources scarce, you are equipped with an old gas lamp to explore the secretive hallways and bedrooms. Possessions
once loved by its inhabitants now sit there forgotten, but no longer. If you see something interesting, click on it! Objects of note

you have discovered are added to the gallery where you can read a related diary entry which will provide a glimpse into the
protagonist's unsettling past.

Entschuldigung features Achievements, Trading Cards, Profile Backgrounds, Badges and Emoticons which exclusive to the
Steam release. Please note that you have the option to switch the diary-style font to a plain alternative in the preferences menu.

To learn a little about our protagonist in advance of reading the story, be sure to visit the website linked to the right for a chance
to read exclusive diary excerpts.
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A decent management game. Not worth $10, buy on sale unless you're really into management games as it gets boring after a
short time but it's well done and overall the game I would recommend (just not the price). the train is enjoyable i recommend
this whenever its on sale!. I have a lot of VR games and not even Onward comes close to how good Pavlov is and the amount of
mods. Buying this is like buying PUBG\/TTT\/CSGO and more.. This is the definition of mobile gameplay, very little decisions
to make and lots of grinding.
I undestand the desire for a simple strategy game, but it is not casual, it is much lower than that.
Avoid. It is cleanly done but it is one of the least interesting game on offer for PC.

Gaemplay:
- adjust slider between Ressources, Builders, Warriors and Population increase (no reason to change every turn)
- press enter

occassionaly you get a battle either click autofight or retreat, based on the prediction.
once in a while you get enough gold to purchase an upgrade, but gold come very slowly.

That's all,
. Good short Horror game with 3 minigames, not that scary as i thought tho.

1$? Heck yeah, this one is definitivly worth, so worth.. I got it i now just found out that i help the enemy!! :(. Do not buy. Waste
of money. Awful consol port, and would not run on three different laptops\/pcs, only recently have I managed to get this awful
game to run on my new laptop. Do not buy.

I got this awful game in an indie pack.

Simply avoid!. This is a decent puzzle game, themed around ships of the Age of Sail. About the only real drawback is that it
appears to me to be a port from a smartphone app. Mostly due to the rather limited field of "play". That and they forgot to add
something to allow you to track which puzzles you have done in which sizes. Still, for the price it is not that bad.
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One of the things I really liked about the first 2 DROD games was that each puzzle presented you a simple screen with all of the
information needed to solve it. When you finished a room it was really finished and you felt good. This game, and the most
recent DROD installments, are missing this feeling. You aren't solving rooms anymore you're solving whole levels. I got to Rule
6 and just got too frustrated to keep playing; I was no longer solving a puzzle I was going through trial and error. The difference
between the two makes or breaks a puzzle game.

I want to state for the record though that I have bought every DROD game to date and that DROD II is one of my favorite
games of all time so I hope people don't take my critique of this game too hashly.. The idea of this game is good. It's a
Lemmings type of puzzle game where you have to save a number of fish each level using a variety of tools. There are several
modes of play: adventure, free and survival. In the adventure mode you play through each level in sequence, in the free mode
you can replay any level you've already finished and use extra tools which you buy using coins you find in each level. In the
survival mode perma death is introduced. You start with 100 fish, but any fish that get's killed means you'll have less fish at the
start of the next level.
I have a number of problems with this game. First of all it's not been optimized for mouse based play. Instead of giving you
icons on screen to open up the menu or fastforward the game you have to use the keyboard. My second problem is that there are
often things happening at several parts of a level, since water tends to collect whenever there is a bottle neck and many levels
have several at different parts of the levels. And you can't keep track of what is happening because you cannot pause the game,
nor can you divide the screen into several parts (like in commandos) and there is also no mini map. So I often have to frantically
move the camera up and down, left and right in order to keep track of different parts of the level, opening and closing snails
(which act like faucets) or waiting for the right moment to use a specific tool. In similar games like Lemmings you often get
enough tools to try out different solutions. But in this game, you get the bare minimum of tools necessary to finish a level. And
while I've sometimes managed to find a creative solution, most of the times it's clear that there is one specific solution you have
to follow. Which strips many levels of any creativity that makes these type of games intereseting. You could argue that you can
return to these levels in free mode and buy extra tools so you can try new solutions. But since the amount of money is limited,
spending too much money on one level will make it impossible to experiment with other levels. My final problem is the wonky
physics. The water doesn't always behave in a consistent way so a solution that works once might not work (the same way) the
second time. All these little problems together make for a game that is fun in concept and looks pretty, but which is frustrating
to play in practice.. Fantastic little retro RPG. Brought back all the old feelings of adventure and discovery, playing Final
Fantasy 4/5/6 in the dark in my room as a kid. A lot of games today try to recapture this, but this one does it right.. I have
always been a huge fan of Uplink, which is what got me looking at Exosyphen's hacker games so many years back. The old ones
are good, but this next version is a huge step forward in making hacking into an actual "game."

The current version is very unfinished (maybe 10 minutes of total gameplay), but Robert is updating often with huge new
features and gameeplay changes. For example, just today he added a world editor, allowing you to create your own levels!

Like other reviews have stated, he is very interested in feedback from the community as he develops this game. This is not like
so many early access games that will never be finished. I trust Robert to make this into the next big hacker game. Support him
and his studio; they will not let you down.

Gameplay - Finally! A hacker game where there is more to do than just click or type a command and wait! With sliders to
control your CPU (overclocking), Download and Upload Bandwidth, and task priority, there is constantly a mini-game keeping
you engaged.

Again - in it's current state, it's nothing more than a tech-demo, but this studio is no joke and will move fast to fully flesh out
this idea.

As a final note - I bought a couple of Robert's old hacker games. A few times over the years I have lost access to my account
and had to email support. Robert himself answered promptly, with an immediate fix. He is personable and cares about his
customers in a way I don't see from many other developers (I'd put him with the likes of introversion).

Support Early Access Developers who will finish games!. Very nice media player. Controls are simple and easy to use.
The only thing I am dissapointed about are the poor menus.
In plex I have separate libraries for HD Movies, SD Movies and 3D movies. Plevr puts them all into the same one.
And browsing TV shows is a nightmare because it gives you a list of every single episode. This program could be fantastic once
they get the menus sorted out.
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